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There might be a bright star, but through my eyes the light of you is all I...
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There might be a bright star, but through my eyes the light of you is all I...
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For you
There might be another song
But all my heart
can hear is your melody
So long ago my heart without demand
Informed me that no other love could do. But I
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Love might be for you to...
In a go my heart without demanding informed me that no other love could do.
one who would break my heart

For you

There might be another

who would break my heart

in two

For you

There might be another

There might be another

There might be another

There might be another
But through my eyes, the light of you is all I see. For you, who are you.
There might be a
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But in my heart
-
your melody
-
will stay with me
-
